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Is it true that nice guys finish last? It sure seems that way as a divorced man fights his way
through a comedic dating scene. Will he ever find his soul mate? Phil has been called the male
version of Carrie Bradshaw. Enjoy his humorous essays about relationships and the struggles
we all have finding and keeping lovers. Women appreciate his open view into the minds of
men. Artist Mike Swaim adds to the hilarity with his brilliant sketches, giving another dimension
to Phil's quest for love.
This journal / notebook is the perfect convenient size to carry with you in your bag or purse, or
place at your bedside table to jot down ideas and dreams. This fun journal makes the perfect
gift for dancers or anyone who loves dancing. It is 6 inches X 9 inches and has 110 blank lined
pages to write down your thoughts, ideas, health and diet - so many uses.The journal has a
lovely matt color cover. Kids and adults will love it to use as a personal diary, task organizer,
doodle or drawing book.Our journals have so many uses including: Personal Diary, Journals
and Planners, Drawing and Doodling, Prayer Journals, taking Sermon Notes, Shower Gifts,
Graduation Gifts, Wedding Gifts, Teacher Gifts, Thank You gifts, Baby Journals, Composition
Notebooks, Food, Diet and Exercise Journals, Dream Journal, Travel Journal, Art Journal,
Grocery and Menu Planner, Writing Practice, Essays, School Notebooks, Homeschool
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Notebooks, Sheet Music, Gratitude Journal, Gardening Journal, Bird Watching Journal,
Pregnancy Journal, New Baby Journal, Notes to Baby Boy, Notes to Baby Girl, Grandma and
Grandpa notes to grandkids, Reading Journals - write down each book you read, you will be
surprised - so many more uses
Jared Bagwell, 22, Is locked in a world where sound and now sight are becoming more limited
and he is haunted by the future. These circumstances alone have rocked his world, To a point
where he believes that God has abandoned him. He learned six months ago that his best
friend who is also his father, Greg, has a terminal illness and is not expected to live much
longer. This just adds to his doubts and fears about the future and adds to his belief that God
doesn't love him. As a last request, Greg Bagwell, his dying father, coordinates his own living
memorial service to be held at one of his favorite places which ties in to his love of movies: a
near-by, local movie theatre in the far western suburbs of Chicago, Illinois. The stories that
unfold from family and friends who speak at the service begin to tug at Jared's heart-strings.
Greg thought of every detail For The service, making sure that each presenter focused on God
through presentations of oil paintings that he created specifically for those asked to speak,
each having deep spiritual meaning to each presenter. The canvases provide telling memories
that ensure each person stays focused on God's Word, Love, Redemption, Grace, Mercy and
Hope. Although Jared is losing his sight, his eyes begin to open To The amazing love of God,
breaking down walls that had built up over time. Usher Me Home is an inspirational story that
unfolds with a number of family secrets, broken relationships, and devastating health concerns
within the Bagwell family, combined with undeserved and unbelievable forgiveness and
restoration. it is a story of a young man that re-discovers hope in the midst of circumstances
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that are by all the world's standards...virtually impossible to regain.
? Believe in love after life ? After aerial silk artist Emi Paul’s accident, the voices in her head
told her she couldn’t die. So she didn’t. Life after death for Emi feels like a never-ending
series of doctor’s appointments and a whole lot of doing nothing in the name of “recovery.”
Fortunately, the reincarnation of her favorite swash-buckling actor, Hamilton Klein, and the
ghost of Hollywood’s Sweetheart, Mancey Heartlove, keep her entertained. Hamilton has told
Emi he is the key to her happiness. Too bad Hamilton’s reincarnation is only four, while his
father — the spitting image of the handsome late actor— doesn’t actually like her. Sticking close
to the kid, Emi discovers, he may just be right, only not in any way she could have ever
guessed.
There’s no holiday from homicide for amateur sleuth Sebastian McCabe and his long-suffering
brother-in-law, Jeff Cody. Murderers’ Row, their second casebook of shorter stories, collects
three adventures connected with what should have been happy occasions. When Meg
Russert’s destination wedding on the tropical island of Barbados becomes A Destination
Murder, Mac is a fish out of water dealing with a local police inspector less than impressed by
his qualifications as a detective. But, as usual, Mac special help from a friend in high places.
But will it be enough? Erin’s annual Independence Day parade takes a stunning turn when a
controversial activist looking on from the sidelines turns up Dead on the Fourth of July. Jeff,
who was watching the victim the entire time, swears that only a magician could have
committed this impossible crime! When the estranged husband of an Erin Eagles supporter is
shot to death outside the team stadium, Mac and Jeff find themselves involved in the offbeat
world of independent minor league baseball. By the end of the case, Jeff solves a different
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mystery and loses blood.
Anne Jamieson and her critique partners are once again thrown into murder and mayhem
while attending a writers conference. Anne starts to believe she is a dead body magnet when
she finds obnoxious agent, Carmella Radcliff, stabbed to death in the ladies room. This brings
Detective Gil Collins onto the scene. Anne had hoped for a relationship when he was lead
detective on an earlier case she helped investigate, but lies and secrets drove them apart. The
Snoop Group, as they’ve named themselves, decide to assist again, but then, a second agent
is killed. The conference offers a long line of suspects and motives. Was it the best-selling
author? A disgruntled editor? An angry agent? An attendee whose work was rejected? Or
someone else? Time is running out and the conference will only last so long. Amid the
commotion, can Gil and Anne rekindle the spark from months ago before the murderer claims
Anne as a third victim?
Serafina Noland has a good life, a son she adores, a supportive family, and a successful
career. The one thing she doesn’t have is a significant other, a partner to help her raise her
son, Petey, someone to love her through thick and thin. Loneliness is often her companion, but
she’s resigned herself to that and learned to be thankful for the life she and Petey have carved
out in their little corner of the Appalachian foothills. While on vacation, she walks onto a
Carolina beach and meets sinfully sexy businessman Levi Ewart. He’s thoughtful and kind and
one of the most handsome men she’s ever met. The problem is he’s also entirely too young
for her, and so far above her in every way possible, her head spins. What can a man like that
possibly see in little ol’ her? How can she ever trust him not to walk out on her, the way
Petey’s father did nearly nine years before? Sera’s age is never a problem for Levi. His own
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mother is centuries older than his father, and he’s witnessed dozens of couples in similar
situations find their happily ever afters. He opens his heart to the reserved Sera and falls hard
and fast for her and her son, but his secrets aren’t the only things standing in the way of true
love. Sera’s past is a giant blight on their relationship, eating away at the core of their
happiness, and Levi’s love may not be enough to overcome her doubts. Getting her to say yes
to the future he wants to build with her may be the hardest task he’s ever undertaken, and the
riskiest venture of his life.

Sex with no strings. That’s the way I like it. Brodie That may sound heartless to
you, but don’t judge a man until you’ve walked in his shoes. And believe me;
you don’t want to tread in mine. I have a past. I’m not proud of it, but I haven’t
cared … until Gabrielle entered back into my life. Gabrielle The first time I met
him, I learned the hard way what type of guy Brodie was. His crude seduction
attempt earned him a slap to his face, and I wasn’t exactly looking forward to
another encounter with the cad. I had enough problems of my own to deal with,
but unfortunately, my best friend is marrying his brother, and now Brodie and I
will be forced to spend time together whether I liked it or not. When things in that
small, quiet town of Turtle Lake turn dark and dangerous, Brodie and I only have
each other to turn to for solace. But will we be capable of overcoming our
aversion to one another while coping with our troubled pasts and dealing with the
current dangers surrounding us? Or is our hostility just skating the fine line
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between love and hate? Beautifully Used is book 2 in the Beaumont Brothers
series and can be read as a stand-alone. Buy your copy today!
My Little Bag of Beachtime FunCarry-along Bag With Book, Shovel, Plastic Shell
and Beach Ball!Barrons Juveniles
Music was his first love. Hers was the lanky boy from summer camp with a
beautiful voice and starlit green eyes. Isabelle and Roman thought they’d be
together until the end of time. Then fate proved an orphan from the West Coast
couldn’t have a future with a wealthy New Yorker hiding the scars of an abusive
home. Five years after their hearts are broken, fate strikes again when they’re
reunited as a waitress headlining a bar-band, and a successful rockstar kicking
off his first tour. Even though the past nearly destroyed them both, the attraction
is stronger than ever, and Roman refuses to let the girl he promised to love
forever slip away a second time. But picking at old wounds proves to be
dangerous when the reasons they were driven apart as kids won’t stay buried.
This inspirational story told by patient and author, John Amatuzio, about his long
battle against Leukemia culminates a 20 year (and counting) journey of
unimaginable proportions. As the patient, John was told that his type of Leukemia
had never been successfully cured through bone-marrow transplantation using a
non-related donor. The count worldwide was 0 for 20 and mounting at the time.
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With no other alternatives, John went through major testing, private investigator
assistance, major turmoil and a donor materializing on the last possible evening
in order to receive his transplant. Incredible bouts with faith and intense religious
occurrences following the transplant finally led victory over defeat against
insurmountable odds. Stand side by side with John as he endures 106 degree
fevers, organ failure, G.V.H.D., total body radiation treatments, Last Rites, fist
fights and experimental protocols. Personal betrayals lead to loneliness and a
seemingly broken life that through twists of fate and unshakeable faith bring him
to thanksgiving. Readers from all walks of life will find this emotional tale thoughtprovoking and insightful. A must read if you or someone you love is living with
cancer.
Matt Masters was on a mission. He was the son of a wealthy CEO, and although
both father and son were about to collect millions from the sale of company
shares, Matt still had a debt to collect. It wasn't money Matt wanted, but revenge.
His wife and child had been killed in an automobile crash in which his father was
the driver and Matt was convinced his father had been drunk, and therefor
needed to pay for this crime. In carrying out his best laid plan, Matt traveled to
Guayaquil for an untraceable rifle, devised an alias via the Mafia, selected
Wyoming for the deed, and got entangled with a beautiful woman via a clothing
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optional beach. Coupled with Taxi driver knowhow in and out of Miami. One thing
lead to another. Unbeknownst to him, Matt was not the only one with an agenda.
Mafia boss, 'Big John', knew about the stock sale, and wanted to get in on the
profits. When the deal went sour, someone had to pay for his humiliation. Who
better than the CEO? All of a sudden, there was more than one gun headed to
Wyoming. Who would get there first, and what happens next? Enjoy this fun
thriller, a novelette, by John Mahon.
Susan Biggar fell in love with a New Zealander. Maybe as an American, she saw
Darryl as a ticket to an exhilarating, global life. When her first son arrived, he
came with fierce blue eyes, a curly toe and cystic fibrosis. The doctors said he
would be lucky to reach the age of thirty. A job offer in Paris snatched the family
from New Zealand, depositing them in the city of lights, romance—and a whole
new medical world. When Susan’s second baby was also born with cystic
fibrosis , the insignificant worries of her old life slipped away, shifting her from
‘normal mum’ to ‘gotta-figure-out-how-to-keep-the-kids-alive-mum’. This—and
all that followed—was not what she expected. Set across the globe—in California,
New Zealand, France and Australia—The Upside of Down is a story of belief, of
learning that sometimes joy is a decision. ‘A rare combination of laugh-out-loud
humour and an intensely honest exploration of difficult issues … It’s like Eat,
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Pray, Love but with children, a husband and health issues along for the ride!
Anyone who has ever experienced illness in their family or considered an
expatriate life will want to read this book.’ — ANDREA J. MILLER, Shares in Life
Foundation, NZ
What would you be willing to do to change your life's direction? That's the
question that Casey Doran, a man of perpetual inaction and rigid standards, is
faced with. His ordinary life is upended after a whimsical intervention south of the
border leads him on a new path of self-discovery and earthly enchantment. He
comes to realize along the way that love has many faces, and even more
important, that playing it safe can be the most dangerous of all. Kiss of the Marlin
is a romantic fantasy that blends human desire with a sense of wonderment
where secret wishes can come true. This is Mark Fiorito's second novel. He has
also authored The Run, several screenplays, and a collection of poetry. Mark
was raised in New Jersey and now divides his time between San Diego and
Louisville with his wife, Joan.
Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling them
to go more places and enjoy nature more often. The authority on active adventure, Backpacker
is the world's first GPS-enabled magazine, and the only magazine whose editors personally
test the hiking trails, camping gear, and survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice
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Awards, an industry honor recognizing design, feature and product innovation, has become the
gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry awards are measured.
*10 Favorite Books of the Year (2015) —O, The Oprah Magazine *Best science fiction and
fantasy books of 2015 —The Washington Post *One of the most anticipated books of 2015
—Dazed & Confused, BuzzFeed Inez wanders a post-pandemic world, strangely immune to
disease, making her living by volunteering as a test subject. She is hired to provide genetic
material to a grief-stricken, affluent mother, who lost all four of her daughters within four short
weeks. This experimental genetic work is policed by a hazy network of governmental Ethics
committees, and threatened by the Knights of Life, religious zealots who raze the rural farms
where much of this experimentation is done. When the mother backs out at the last minute,
Inez is left responsible for the product, which in this case is a baby girl, Ani. Inez must protect
Ani, who is a scientific breakthrough, keeping her alive, dodging authorities and religious
fanatics, and trying to provide Ani with the chilldhood tha Inez never had, which means a stable
home and an education. With a stylish voice, The Only Ones is a time-old story, tender and
iconic, about how much we love our children, however they come, as well as a sly commentary
on class, politics, and the complexities of reproductive technology. "Breathtaking. [Dibbell has]
delivered a debut novel on par with some of the best speculative fiction of the past 30 years;
The Only Ones deserves to be shelved alongside Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale,
Nalo Hopkinson's Brown Girl in the Ring, and P. D. James' The Children of Men. It's that good,
and that important, and that heartbreakingly beautiful." —NPR
Playa del Carmen Beach Time Notebooks We have a special love for this corner of paradise. It
was our home for several years and we understand the place it holds in everyone's hearts!
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This beautiful wide-lined blank journal keeps that island paradise in mind throughout the year.
A great place to capture memories or plan for your next tropical adventure to the Mayan
Rivera! All winter keep remembering the laid back fiesta on the Caribbean! Gift Ideas Mom and
Dad who need a tropical vacation Sister who loves her toes in the sand Beachbum Brother
Grandma and Grandpa who still love to have a fiesta! Anyone who needs a little more warm
Mexican hospitality and a cold beer! Format Cover: Toes In The Sand Content: Wide Lined
Blank Journal Pages: 100 Pages Size: 8x10in perfect for the beach bag! Paradise Planners
We search the world for perfect beaches, stunning mountaintops and relaxing resorts to help
keep you focused on your next fantastic adventure!
Work hard, play hard. That's Candy Calder's motto. Even so, she never thought impressing her
boss—hottie Matt Rockwell—would mean playing harder than ever! Instead of wowing him by
working at the beach, they're hitting a sexy festival exploring the subtleties of networking.
Worse, Matt's steamy looks are so tempting she can't keep her hands off him! Sex with the
boss is not the way to get promoted, so she makes him swear their fun in the sun will end with
the holiday. But come Monday, will she be able to put this wild fling behind them?
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
An unusual warming trend brought an early spring in New York City in 1988, causing nature to
awaken with trees and plants already beginning to bloom. This unique weather also awakens a
junior business executive, who was recovering from a tragic loss in his life. The story reminds
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us that losing a loved one can be tragic and life-changing, even if you live in the tall towers or
cold streets below. Sometimes even a stranger can help one find their way back from sorrow to
peace. This businessman found guidance from an unusual friend who helps him appreciate his
life. Brent’s awakening that stirred up his desire to embrace and start a new journey. Now he
would have to uncover the secrets about his heritage. First, he must clear his mind so time can
reveal the truth. The reader will find other characters who inspire Brent to move forward, to
allow his heart to mend, and seek out the missing puzzle pieces of his heritage. With his
mother gone, someone will reveal the family secrets, while Brent goes forward to reveal his
destiny.
“Do you trust me Meghan?” His voice was soft, almost pleading. I swallowed and tried hard to
discern his expression in the dark. The paltry amount of light reaching this far into the small
cavern glinted off his eyes, giving him the appearance of a demon trying to tempt me into doing
something evil. “Yes,” I answered, my own voice a mere whisper, “I trust you.” “Good.” He
gave my hand a quick squeeze, and then I was pulled forward into the icy abyss that loomed
before us . . . A year ago, Meghan Elam learned that she was Faelorehn, a being of the
Otherworld. Immortal. Now she must juggle her life in the mortal world with the one she has
started to build in the Otherworld. However, keeping her identity secret from her friends and
family while trying to avoid a wrathful Celtic goddess is no easy task. With the help of the
intriguing Cade MacRoich, Meghan will learn that not only does she come from a place full of
magic and wonder but that she, too, is far more powerful than she ever thought possible.

Beach Time is a powerful collection of stories weaving a tapestry of the shore as
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a place of reflection, a sanctuary for addressing life's challenges and
opportunities, and as a point of departure for life's many journeys. Whether
finding romance among the canals and lanes of magical Venice, facing life,
death, and ghosts along the Carolina coasts, honeymooning in the south of
Portugal, or solving mysteries in the Greek isles, the stories will hold your interest
across the miles and years. Additional tales speak to youth's desire to find
direction in life, whether in the beach towns of Florida, at a Buddhist shine on
Cheju Island, Korea, or along the North Shore of Oahu. Darker tales reveal how
outcasts prey upon the young or confused in the chaos of the beach. Beach Time
(by the author of Hues of Tokyo) can be read straight through, engaging the
themes linking the stories, or each story can be cherished individually as you
travel to multiple shores in the US, Asia, and Europe-to be entertained by
whimsical tales that both amuse and provoke deep thought about life's
relationship with that in-between space where the land meets the sea and the
sky.
**Winner of The Guardian London's Self-published Book of the Month Award**
"What sort of idiot takes a job after a five minute phone interview, in a country he
knows nothing much about and on the other side of the world, in a school he's
never heard of?" Newbie is on the run. From England. From the past. From
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memories of his dead girlfriend, Laura. Indonesia is as good a place as any to
reinvent himself—cheap beer, exotic landscapes, a beautiful Indonesian girlfriend,
and a bunch of misfit mate all masquerading as English teachers. Jalan Jalan.
"Just walking. Out for a stroll." It's a local phrase that sums up Newbie's quest for
emotional detachment, to block out the pain of the past. But Laura won't leave
him alone—her ghost haunts him, her voice fills his head, her gaze follows him
everywhere. It will take a breakdown and an exorcism at the hands of an
Indonesian shaman to make Newbie realize that the events of the past might not
always be what they seem…
Tulum Beach Time Notebooks We have a special love for this corner of paradise.
It was our home for several years and we understand the place it holds in
everyone's hearts! This beautiful wide-lined blank journal keeps that island
paradise in mind throughout the year. A great place to capture memories or plan
for your next tropical adventure to the Mayan Rivera! All winter keep
remembering the laid back fiesta on the Caribbean! Gift Ideas Mom and Dad who
need a tropical vacation Sister who loves her toes in the sand Beachbum Brother
Grandma and Grandpa who still love to have a fiesta! Anyone who needs a little
more warm Mexican hospitality and a cold beer! Format Cover: Toes In The
Sand Content: Wide Lined Blank Journal Pages: 100 Pages Size: 8x10in perfect
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for the beach bag! Paradise Planners We search the world for perfect beaches,
stunning mountaintops and relaxing resorts to help keep you focused on your
next fantastic adventure!
From an early age, author Vera Chvany Hussey-Forbes knew her mother didn't
want her. When her parents divorced, Vera's mother began a campaign to
obliterate the child with a concentrated regimen of emotional abuse. Thus began
Vera's two-layered existence. In My Life, Connected, she narrates the story of
her life, beginning with the ways that the trauma affected her. Vera shares how
her mother made her feel like she was ugly, untalented, and unlovable, and how
Vera's first husband later followed suit, never appreciating her for who she was.
In her memoir, Vera describes how she overcame the negative treatment to
become the best in everything she had to offer as a painter, singer, songwriter,
actress, lover, and mother of three sons. She discusses the highs and lows as
she experienced operas and orgies; dead pigeons and paralysis; ballet and bats;
fleas, a fish run, and fire; and lovers and laughter. Honest and unabashed, My
Life, Connected tells how Vera's friendly disposition and curious personality
enabled her to conquer abuse, make connections, and form incredible
friendships with people from all walks of life.
Two powerful drug cartels fight for control of the supply of drugs destined for the
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U.S. in the murder capital of the world, Juarez. Caught in the crossfire are
Mormon ranchers who have lived in this part of Mexico for generations. The
kidnapping and killing of several Mormon elders set in motion a series of events
that will involve Mexican and U.S. law enforcement. When a whistle blower
reports that a well-connected defense contractor is illegally shipping arms to the
Mexican cartels, Roy Neely, still struggling to cope with his wife's tragic death, is
brought out of retirement by his former FBI boss to look into the politically
sensitive case. The investigation of the complex arms case results in more
kidnappings. Neely scrambles with DEA Agent Jamie Gamez to get approval to
go to Mexico for hostage negotiations with the two drug lords. Neely and Gamez
join forces with a Mexican agent to negotiate a settlement. Two very different
outcomes raise the political stakes on both sides of the border.
This bright yellow vinyl bag with its rainbow-colored carrying handle unsnaps to
reveal a pair of net pockets. Each is filled with items for fun at the beach or
backyard sandbox and wading pool. They include a multicolored inflatable plastic
beach ball, a sand shovel, a plastic sand mold in the shape of a starfish, and a 5"
x 5" waterproof 8-page picture book with attractive, simply labeled beachtime
illustrations. Here's a delightful assortment of summertime fun items to brighten a
toddler's summer.
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From New York Times bestselling author Laura Taylor Namey comes an
exquisitely crafted, heartrending novel about friendship and the bittersweetness
of growing up and growing apart. When they were fifteen, Willa, Luz, and
Britton’s friendship was everything. When they were sixteen, they stood by each
other no matter what. When they were seventeen, they went through the worst.
And when they were eighteen, Willa ruined it all. Now, it’s the week of
graduation, and Willa is left with only a memory box filled with symbols of the
friendship she destroyed: A book of pranks. Corsages from a nightmarish
homecoming. A greasy pizza menu. Greeting cards with words that mean the
world… It’s enough to make Willa wonder how anything could tear her, Luz, and
Britton apart. But as Willa revisits the moments when she and her friends leaned
on each other, she can’t avoid the moments they leaned so hard their friendship
began to crack. As Willa tries to find a way back to Luz and Britton, she must
confront the why of her betrayal, and answer a question she never saw coming:
Who is she without them?
It's just another afternoon in Tasha's life. Destiny decides who stays in her life and who
walks out? The story revolves around the three people Tasha, Samir and Ayan - trying
to face and fight with her fate... Tasha's life is just like a roller coaster ride with
numerous of twists and turns, ups and downs. Ayan and Samir unknowingly becomes
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an inseparable part of Tasha's intriguing life.... Is it love? Is it fate? What exactly leads
her life Love or Fate? Destiny plays a major role to bind and break any relation.... Will
their fate design their path to let them know the truth of love? Where will their fate take
them all? And how would it affect their lives?
Chase was a one woman kind of guy until he found his wife cheating on him. Since
then, he has made sure to make up for lost time. Callie is a single mom who isn't
interested in dating anyone... especially not a playboy like Chase. Fate seems to keep
putting them in each other's paths. Will Chase do Whatever It Takes to make this single
mom his?
Cancun Beach Time Notebooks We have a special love for this corner of paradise. It
was our home for several years and we understand the place it holds in everyone's
hearts! This beautiful wide-lined blank journal keeps that island paradise in mind
throughout the year. A great place to capture memories or plan for your next tropical
adventure to the Mayan Rivera! All winter keep remembering the laid back fiesta on the
Caribbean! Gift Ideas Mom and Dad who need a tropical vacation Sister who loves her
toes in the sand Beachbum Brother Grandma and Grandpa who still love to have a
fiesta! Anyone who needs a little more warm Mexican hospitality and a cold beer!
Format Cover: Toes In The Sand Content: Wide Lined Blank Journal Pages: 100 Pages
Size: 8x10in perfect for the beach bag! Paradise Planners We search the world for
perfect beaches, stunning mountaintops and relaxing resorts to help keep you focused
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on your next fantastic adventure!
A criminologist on vacation on the pristine Bay of Fundy uncovers a deadly conspiracy
in this literary mystery by the author of Foul Deeds. After working for a private
investigator for years, Rosalind has finally landed a real job as a researcher for the
Public Prosecution Service. And now she’s taking her first paid vacation. With her cat
and a stack of Beckett plays, Rosalind heads to a rented cottage on Nova Scotia’s
Minas Basin to explore ideas for her next theatre production. But she has no sooner
settled in than she spots what looks like a woman’s body tangled in the roots of a
floating tree. Before the local Mounties can send a boat out, the body is retrieved by
helicopter, and Roz watches it disappear over North Mountain. She decides to call in
her old sleuthing partner, PI McBride. But when McBride also disappears, Roz and her
longtime theatre friend Sophie roam the backroads of the Annapolis Valley in search of
clues. Could secrets be hiding in a seemingly abandoned quarry? Are the tanker trucks
that nearly run them off the road more than a deadly coincidence? And what happened
to the young journalist who got too close to the truth?
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